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Abstract. Nonlinear electrohydrodynamic Kelvin-Helmholtz instability conditions are

investigated. A charge-free surface separating two semi-infinite dielectric streaming fluids

influenced by a normal electric field is subjected to nonlinear deformations. The method

of multiple-scale perturbations is used in order to obtain two nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS)

equations describing the behavior of the disturbed system. The stability and instability

conditions of the perturbed system are discussed analytically. One of the two NLS

equations is used to obtain the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) nonlinear cutoff wave

number separating stable and unstable disturbances while the other equation is used to

describe analytically the necessary condition for stability and instability for the system.

For unstable cases, the solution starting with a solitary wave degenerates into a finite

number of EHD solitons.

1. Introduction. The study of nonlinear dispersive waves, such as the works of Lighthill

[13], Karpman [11], Whitham [34], and others, has been a subject of major interest in

recent years. Due to the development of the subject of surface stabilities, fluid mechanics

is considerably advanced. The applications of the results to nonlinear electrohydrody-

namic stability of horizontal surfaces led to modifications of the views known from the

linear theory (Mohamed and El Shehawey [17, 18]). New mechanisms were introduced

which were absent in the linear analysis. The nonlinear nature of the electrohydrodynamic

body force did not allow these mechanisms to appear in the linear analysis of the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In this paper I discuss the nonlinear conditions of stability and instability of electrohy-

drodynamic Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanisms in the presence of a normal field in the

absence of surface charges on the interface. In the absence of convective, shear, body force

instabilities, and the normal electric field, the principal instability mechanism is the

Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism (cf. Chandrasekhar [1]; Chang and Russell [2]).

We are interested in studying the coupling of electric stresses and Kelvin-Helmholtz

finite amplitude surface waves. In the pure hydrodynamic Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
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as the amplitude increases, the subsonic case becomes much more unstable than the

supersonic case according to the nonlinear theory developed by Nayfeh and Saric [21]. For

the case of an inviscid gas flowing parallel to a thin viscous liquid layer they found that,

for a subsonic gas, stable linear modes continue to be stable while unstable linear modes

continue to be unstable but with larger growth rates. For a supersonic gas, on the other

hand, they found that linear modes do not grow indefinitely but become periodic waves.

These nonlinear results are qualitatively confirmed by the experiments of Gater and

L'Ecuyer [7], Saric and Marshall [26] and Gold, Otis, and Schlier [8].

Drazin [5], motivated by the experiments of Thorpe [31, 32], conducted a nonlinear

stability analysis of the interface of two incompressible inviscid fluids moving with

uniform velocities parallel to their interface for the cases of (a) zero surface tension and

(b) equal densities. He found that in both cases unstable linear modes correspond to finite

amplitude periodic waves. Since Drazin predicted periodic waves in his case and Nayfeh

and Saric predicted unstable waves in the subsonic case, one concludes that the stabilizing

effect of the nonlinear motion depends on the density ratio and the value of the surface

tension. Nayfeh and Saric [22] exhibit the transition from instability to stability as the

density ratio increases to unity or the surface tension decreases to zero. They used the

method of multiple scales to analyze, to third order, the nonlinear motion for an arbitrary

surface tension, and for waves whose frequency, wave number, amplitude and phase are

slowly varying functions of both position and time. Maslowe and Kelley [14] analyzed, to

second order, finite amplitude periodic surface waves for the case of zero surface tension.

Their results do not exhibit the dependence of the wave velocity on the amplitude except

near the linear neutrally stable wave number.

Weissman [33] examined the classical model of Lord Kelvin [12] with allowance for

small, but finite, disturbances and for spatial as well as temporal development. By using

the method of multiple scales, a generalized formulation of the amplitude equation was

obtained, applicable to both stable and marginally unstable regions of parameter space.

Of principal concern is the neighborhood of the critical point for instability, where weakly

nonlinear solutions can be found for arbitrary initial conditions. Weissman obtained

corrections to the results of Nayfeh and Saric.

Kant and Malik [10] investigated the nonlinear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of a

surface stressed by a magnetic field. They demonstrated that the waves can be unstable

against modulation.

The main difference between the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability is the inclusion of the term V-vV in the perturbation equation, which is a

nonlinear term. This led Thorpe [31. 32] to find in his experiments results not predicted by

the linear theory of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and that streaming plays a dual role

in the stability criterion. In the meantime, if a normal electric field is applied to a

Rayleigh-Taylor surface such that there are no surface charges on the interface, one finds

that nonlinear results vary considerably from those of the linear theory and that the

electric field plays a dual role in the stability criterion. Moreover, a role is played by the

dielectric constants. It is important to know which of the fluids has the larger dielectric

constant. We aim here to couple the two cases, namely the K-H flow with a normal field.
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to examine how these nonlinearities interact. It is known that the linear dispersion relation

for the stability of a horizontal surface separating two semi-infinite dielectric fluids

streaming with velocities Va) and V{2\ influenced by gravity force and stressed by a

normal electric field in the absence of surface charges is

_ , , K(1) + pV(2)— k  ; 
i + p

A''3 + (1 - P)k'

(1 + p) 1 + p

p(V{2) - V^fk'2 _ £<2>E(<)1)(£(2,-e<1,)
K

1/2

, (1-1)
(1+p)2 (1 +p)(e<1) + i(2))

where A' is the wave number, p is the density ratio, £(1)<2) are the dielectric constants of the

fluids and «() is the wave frequency. The nonlinear electrohydrodynamic Kelvin-Helm-

holtz instability was treated by Mohamed and El Shehawey ([6, 20]) for tangential field

and normal field in the presence of surface charges on the interface. Interest has been

raised in a nonlinear analysis that attempts to explain the above-mentioned results

demonstrated by the experiments.

One of the purposes of the present paper is to raise interest in examining the stabilizing

and destabilizing nature in the nonlinear discussions. A second purpose of the present

paper is paid to the cutoff wave number separating stable and unstable disturbances in an

attempt to explain the results of Thorpe. I shall use the method of multiple scales

described by Nayfeh [24], The method was successfully used by Hasimoto and Ono [9],

Davey and Stewartson [4] and Nayfeh [25] in studying the nonlinear hydrodynamic

Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The method applied here is char-

acterized by rendering uniformly valid expansions near the cutoff wave number kc+. In

fact we are led to two nonlinear Schrodinger equations describing the evolution of an

electrohydrodynamic wave train propagating through the interface, one of which is valid

near kc+. The unstable solution starting with a solitary wave (as an initial condition)

degenerates into a finite number of EHD solitons.

2. Formulation of the problem. Consider two semi-infinite dielectric inviscid fluids

separated by the plane y = 0. The fluids are assumed to be streaming with the velocities

t/(2) and The upper and lower densities of the fluids are p<2), p(L), respectively. Both

of the fluids are subject to a constant electric field in the ^-direction (E^2), E^\

respectively).

We shall assume that there are no surface charges at the surface of separation in the

equilibrium state, and therefore the electric displacement is continuous at the interface,

i.e.,

e(1)E^ = e<2)£,52).

In our analysis the various quantities are nondimensionalized using the characteristic

length L = (T/p("g)1/2 and the characteristic time (L/g)1/2, where T is the surface

tension and g is the acceleration due to gravity acting in the negative y-direction. The

superscripts (1) and (2) refer to quantities in the lower fluid and upper fluid, respectively.
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The motion is assumed to be irrotational. The velocity potential (/>'(1)<2) describing the

motion can be expressed in a nondimensional form as

(gL3)1/2[ v(lH2)x 4- <p(1H2)(x, y, r)], (2.1)

where cf>(1)l2)(x, y,/) is the perturbation potential and K(1|-(2) = U{lli2)( Lg)'l/1. The

velocity potential <p satisfies the equation

92<|>(2) 3 2<j>(2) , x—- + —-1- = °, t] < y < oo, (2.2)
ox ay

3 ~<i>*1 * /
-oo < y < t], (2.3)

dx" ay

The solutions of <j> have to satisfy at large distance the conditions

|v<i>(2)| -» 0 as^ -> oo (2.4)

|v<#>(1)| 0 as_v -* -oo. (2.5)

The displacement of the interface is assumed to be of the form

y = r)(x,t). (2.6)

The unit normal N to the surface is then given by

N =   Vf = -tj.v(r?2v + l)"'/2ev +(rj2 + l)"1/2?,., (2.7)

[\7F ■ vF] 7

where F = 0 is the equation of the surface of separation. The condition that the interface

is moving with the fluid leads to

tj, + F(2)(1)7jv + 4>(v2,<1>t)v = <#>}2)<1) aty = r\. (2.8)

We also assume that the quasi-static approximation is valid and we introduce the

electrostatic potentials i^(1) and \p(2) such that

£(2X1) = £(2)<d?i _ V^(2)(1)_ (2.9)

Therefore the differential equation satisfied by \p(2Hl> is Laplace's equation

= (210)
dx2 dy~

along with the boundary condition that the tangential component of the electric field is

continuous at the interface, so that

1a1>M + I^.vl = t)v[£()1 at y = tj, (2.11)

w here [ ] represents the jump across the interface. Since there are no surface charges at

the surface y = tj, the normal electric displacement is continuous at the interface.

Therefore

7)AIev//J - = 0 aty = rj. (2.12)

The normal hydrodynamical stress is balanced by the normal electric stress. The
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balance condition is then

^(M + + <#>}lr) +(1 - p)v

Pl2) + va)<t>[2) + t(</>'2>2 + <#>!2'2) + Vx.y(i + v2r)3/2

- 2 I^.vl _ le£o'M + + 2Tjv[e£0^v]
(2.13)

-2T)AIei//v^,.]l + ij2le^2]| - i72ll£02] + 2tj2[I£0^v1

-T)2vIef2l - 2r)^[e£0fvl + 2T}3v[ef Vi//J + 0(y*) aty = 17,

where p = p|2)/p(1), and the electric stress tensor is given by (Woodson and Melcher [35])

^5,,e£2. (2.14)

In the present case, the tangential stress is continuous. It was shown by Melcher [15]

that this condition is equivalent to condition (2.12) in the linear perturbations in the

absence of surface charges. One can show that the same result applies for higher-order

perturbations. Therefore the continuity of the tangential stress is mathematically equiva-

lent to the continuity of the normal electric displacement.

According to the method of multiple scale the variables t, x may be scaled in the

manner

T„ = e"t, Xn = e"*.

The perturbation quantities rj, <f>, 4> can also be expanded in the form

3

v(x.')= Le"v„(Xo>X1,X2,T0,T1,T2) + 0(e4), (2.15)
«-i

^(2)ll)(x,y,t)= £ e"^(X0, X„ X2, y,T0,T„T2) + 0(e4), (2.16)

/; = 1

4><2><»U y,t) = E *"<#>,(,2)<1)(*o< *1. X2, y,TQ,TuT2) + 0(e4). (2.17)
n-l

Substituting the expansions given by equations (2.15)—(2.17) into the set of equations

(2.2), (2.3), (2.8)—(2.14) and equating terms of equal power of e on both sides of the

equation we obtain the following set of equations and boundary conditions to order e.

(The other sets of equations to order e2 and e3 and their solutions are included in

Appendix I.)

To order £, -.2. (2>U) aUizid)

+ -^i—= 0, (2.18)
9 A',2 dy

+ = (2,9)
9A-02 3 y2

= |^l£o] at v = 0, (2.20)
d X () d X 0
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-d^l

9^
= 0 aly = 0, (2.21)

Ht-T+"u""^=o »• <2-22)

9i)i-[e£0^1 at v = 0, (2.23)
ax02 L *y

with the following solution:

Vi ~ D{ Xl, Xj, Tl, T2)exp / (k X0 — w0T0)

+ 5U,, *2,r1>r2)exp[-i(fc'x0- «0r0)], (2.24)

r-(2)/- -(2) _ r(l)\

^12> = ° -(2) + gd) { D exp[i(k' X0 - u0T0) - k'y]

4- D exp [-/'(&'- u0T0) - k'y]}, (2.25)

/r(DCf(2) _ -<m
^i1)= °.(2) + .(1,— { Dexp[i(k'X0 - u0T0) + k'y]

+ Dexp[-i(k'X0 - w0T0) + k'y]}, (2.26)

*<2> = -,(k<2> -^{DiX^X^T,, T2)cxp[,(k'X0 - cooro) -

-0exp[-i(*'*o--^0)-^]}, (2.27)

*(.I)s= ^2,r1,72)exp[,(n0-ll)0r0) + rv]

- Dexp[-i(k'X0 - u0T0) + A:'_y ]}, (2.28)

where D is the complex conjugate of D( A',, A",, T{, T2), k' is the wave number, w0 is the

frequency of the center of the wave packet, and u0 satisfies the dispersion relation

" k'

or

K(1) + pV(2)
C0n = K  : ° 1 + p

i-p-k-w"}**:*"?+k*
~u) _|_ gin

(2.29)

+
k'3 (1 - p)k' (Va)- V{l))2k'2 A'2£<2,£(()1,(i(2)-e,1))2

+ ~i~i ;—\— p(1 + p) (1 + P) (}+p)2 (l + p)(i(2) + ia))

1/2

(2.30)
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Equation (2.30) is the same as the linear dispersion relation (1.1).

The interface of the two fluids is stable or unstable according to whether <o0 is real or

complex. Thus the flow is stable when

k'1 + k'
fa)p(,\)(-t(2) _ pd)\2 .
£() VE ) P ,y< 2) _ I/<1)\2

(I(2) + I(,)) (1 + p)
+ (1 -p)>0, (2.31)

and neutrally stable when k' = 0 and when the inequality of (2.31) is replaced by an

equality. Thus the interface is linearly stable or unstable depending on whether k' is larger

or smaller than

kc + = (p - l)1/2[sinh0E++ coshfl£+], (2.32)

where

sinh 6E+= "£ + (2.33)
2( p 1)

and

c-(2)/r(')/j(2) _ ~(l)\2
t° t° [e _L_j_ + P (k<2) - Kd>)2. (2.34)

i+ c -+■ £ (i + Py ' '

The critical wave number kc+ is the linear electrohydrodynamic cutoff wave number

separating stable from unstable disturbances. We shall be concerned with the case

k' > kc+.

3. Schrodinger equations. The second- and third-order problems, respectively (Appendix

I), admit the following solvability conditions:

2(1 + p)°T7- 2(F(1) + PV(2))
dP

dTx

+

..2 p(2)pa)(_ iH)\l

2t'+(1+p)^- 0 (°,a( -(F'» +pF«')

(3.1)
^- = 0
ax,

and

dP

' dX2
+ 2k> + t4(1 + p) -(K(1)2 + pya)2)

+2,a t-

(I(2) + £<1)) k'

dP ^(1 + p) -(Va> 4- pV<2))

(1 +p) d2D

k' a T2
U + P)

k'
! _ 2

d2P 2«0(1 + p) d2P

dX2 k'2 dx,d Tx

(3.2)
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where

k'
9e+ = 16(1 +p)

12 4( V(l) - 7T ) - 4p( K<2) — Y7

4r(2)r(l)[f(2) _ s(l)\

+ 0 0 1  t-—— (e(1) - 10g(1>e<2) + e<2)")

(e<2) + I(1>)

+ 4/c'3

;(2)!r(2)2(;ra! _ S<1>2\ \

+ 8 ^  —- - 3k'
(£(1» + 6(2)) )

(3.3)

^A'+ — ^(F<1)_^)2_pr2(K<2»_^)2

+ At'2£<2)£<'

(g<2) _ gd))3

° ° (e(2) + £(1))2

/(I - p - 2k'1). (3.4)

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) represent the evolution of the two-dimensional (EHD) wave

packet propagating through the interface. These two equations can be combined together

with the help of Eq. (2.30) to obtain a single equation describing the wave packets. The

procedure is straightforward. Differentiating Eq. (2.30) twice with respect to k\ substitut-

ing into Eq. (3.1), substituting the results into Eq. (3.2) and with a little manipulation, one

obtains the following equation after replacing Tn, Xn by e"t, e"x:

dD . dD dk' . 1 d2V 82D
a-T-ar^—+ T» n 7 ~ 8ie26F+DD2, (3.5)

at doQ 2 dul 0?2

where

e,:+= (i + p)oi:<
£((2)£«1)(e<2)-e,1))2

2k - k' 0 0

tOn

(i(2» + £(1))

+ (1 + p)y~{V{1)2 + pV(2)2)k'

If we use the transformation

(3.6)

dk'
i = x, t = t —-—-x

o

Eq. (3.5) becomes

aD . ] d'k- „ T,„,
^ + <3'7)

which is a nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Eq. (3.7) is valid for all wave numbers and

therefore it can be used to obtain the cutoff wave number.
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Davey [3] and Nayfeh [25] suggest that if we treat the linear dispersion equation

«() = S2(A.) as k = fi_1(co0) and reverse the differentiation (i.e., differentiate with respect

to co() instead of A:' in the previous derivations) we obtain an equation similar to Eq. (3.5)

but having the order of the space and time derivatives reversed. Thus we obtain an

equation having a second-order spatial derivative but a first-order time derivative. The

resulting equation is

dD du,0 dD 1 .d2Uo 3]D 4/e2(i + p)eE+

dt dk' 8.x 2 ' dk'2 dx2 [(1 + p)w0 - k'(Va) + pK(2))]

Using the transformation

du o ^
71, r* = r,

dk
Eq. (3.8) becomes

dD 1 d2uQ d2P _ 4/e2(l + p)tfE+ 

2' dk'2 3i*2 [(1 + p)u0 - A:'(K(1) + pK(2))]

which is the second nonlinear Schrodinger equation. From Eq. (2.30) we may observe that

Eq. (3.9) is not valid near the cutoff wave number. Also the solution breaks down as

fi/; + —> oo. It is known that (Strauss [29]) the solution of Eq. (3.9) is bounded if

d2u o #/.+ .
< 0. (3.10)

dk'1 [(1 + p)co0 - k'(Va)+ pV{2))]

Thus Eq. (3.9) can be used to study the stability of the system away from the cutoff wave

number. The system is stable if

d2u n
(3">

The perturbed solution of Eq. (3.9) is stable if it satisfies condition (3.11). This result

was demonstrated by Nayfeh [25], Hasimoto and Ono [9] and Strauss [29],

The surface deflection can be obtained from either Eq. (3.5) or Eq. (3.8). If we choose

Eq. (3.7), we may assume the time-dependent solution to be

P = i bke"*,+coml, (3.12)

where bk is a constant and

,d2k'
dk'/du0 —

s. = 

(dk'/duQ) - 4e26E+b2k-
du0

1/2

d2k'/du{}

We may expand Eq. (3.13) for small e and substitute for dk'/du0, d2k'/dw,2 to get

(3.13)

(3.14)
[(1 + p)w0 — k'(V(l) + pF(2>)]

for values of k' away from the cutoff wave number. Putting the value of P into (2.15),
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after straightforward calculations we get

k'x —?)(x, t) = ebk cos

+ \^e1b1kQ h:+ cos 2

w0 - e bk
2 u 2 (! + P)et: -

[(1 + p)a0- k'{V^ + PV^)\

, , | 2,2 ^ + P)0e-t
k x - | co0 - e bk 

[(1 + p)(00- A-'(K<» + pK<2>)]

+ 0(e3).

(3.15)

4. The cutoff wave number. In this section we shall obtain the cutoff wave number using

Eq. (3.7). The procedure can be carried out by recalculating sk in Eq. (3.13) near the cutoff

wave number kc+, since Eq. (3.14) is no longer valid near kc+ because dk'/du0 is small.

Therefore we evaluate dk'/dcoQ near kc+. In the limit

[2(1 + p)«0 - 2k'{Va) + pV(2))]

X 2k" -
,2 k'E^E^(em-ell))2

+

(£(2» + I(1))

k'
(K(1) + pV<2))2 - k'(V<1)2 + pK<2)2)J ,

d2k'

dul

(1 + p)

2

Q,,:

b>pi2)pa)(z(2) _ zwy k 1
2k'2 - 0 0 1  -t- + —(j/<» + PK<2>)

(e(2) + e(1)) (1 + p)

-k'(Va>2 + pV(2))

■ H s\)V1"1+'v"f+e°'e°'PtH - H

-4(K(1) + pK<2>) + 2(1 + p)
a co0

k'2ax k'4

1 - p - 2k'2' A+ 16(1 + p)

and finally we get

A:'(K(1) + pV(2>)

3k' - 4a2 -
4a1a3/:'

1 - p - 2/c'2
(4.1)

Wn -
1 + p

fc'(k(1> + pv(2)) V

(1 + p) /

(1 + P) \ <1 — p — 2k'1)

1/2

(4.2)
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where

V(1) + pV(2)

(1 + P)

+ £«>£j"(i«»-g(1>)3 3

(e(2) + e(1))2

a-, =
„ K<" + pK«' | I „ F"' + pF<»V

(1+p) I + T (1+P) I
e(2)2E<2>2(e(2> - e(1))

y(i) _

(e<2) + i(1>)

K(1> +

(4.4)

(1 + p) I \ (1 + p) /
/7 (2> r (1) / p(2) _ ?(1)\

+ 0 0 ^ ^—— (e<1)2 - 10e(1)l(2) + e<2) ). (4.5)

(i<2) + i(1))2

The surface deflection is then

t](x, t) = ebkcos(k'x — skt) + ~e2bkUi;+ cos 2(k'x — skt) + 0(e3), (4.6)

where sk = w0 — sk. Since the principle of overstability is valid in the linear theory, it must

be taken into consideration in the higher-order perturbations. Therefore, the nonlinear

cutoff wave number can be obtained by requiring the vanishing of the square root in sk,

on substituting for «0. The condition becomes

b£2b2k'b — ie2b2ka2k'i + [-16 + e2bl(4ala3 + 3(1 — p))]&'4

+ 4£'3[4a,;++ e2b2ka2( 1 - p)] - 8A:'2(1 - p) (4.7)

-8a£+£'(l - p) + 8(1 - p)2 = 0.

Assuming the nonlinear cutoff wave number to be

k' = kc++ e2k2 + 0(c4), (4.8)

we get from Eq. (4.7) to the zeroth order in e

k'c+= ]/p - 1 [sinh#E+ + cosh0/+], (4.9)

and to order e2

. 2 k3c+--a2k2+ +

k =—h2k32 i/';AKc

4

3«i«3 -(1 - p)

4
k<-++ " P)

  . (4.10)
16 c 1

4k]+- 3aE+k2++ kc+( 1 - p) + -^aE+{\ - p)

The increment k2 in the linear cutoff wave number kl+ may be positive or negative

according to Eq. (4.10). The sign of k2 depends on the applied electric field, the density

ratio p and the streaming velocities. We observe that contrary to the linear theory, the

perpendicular electric field is not strictly destabilizing. This result agrees with the
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observations of Taylor [30] and Smith and Melcher [28], Taylor observed experimentally

that there are stable oscillations near the linear cutoff wave number. Smith and Melcher

found in their experiments on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability that the electric field plays a

dual role.

5. Stable and unstable condition of the (2NLS) equation. If we use the transformation

t* = A"1/, i* = A"1
duo

dk'
Eq. (3.8) becomes

9 D 9 ~D
i - + \iiD2D = 0, (5.1)

where

di*2

_ 1_ d2u{)

2 dk'2 '

M = 4£2(l +p)0,+ [(l + p)«0- k\V™ + pVmj\'\ (5.2)

Equation (5.1) can be used to discuss the stable and unstable solutions, since it is valid

provided that k' is away from kc+ and Sli:+ is finite. We observe that S2/;+-» x as

k' k* where

k* = ~ p)
1/2

which corresponds to the second harmonic resonance. In general, it is known that the

solution of Eq. (5.1) is bounded if condition (3.11) is satisfied, namely,

Aju < 0. (5.3)

In the limiting case as the surface tension (T) tends to zero and k' —> 0, we find that

0r+ and d2u>{)/dk'2 have the same sign for all wave numbers if p < 1 and k' > kc+.

Therefore gravity waves are unstable. Also, as T -> oo and k —> oo.

0,:+ ^k'~x 8(1 + p)

d 2w0 3

(1-P)- 1

(1+P)2 2
(5.4)

(5-5)
dk'2 4/c ~1/2 (1 + p)

Thus 9/ + and d2u{)/dk'2 have different signs and, hence, capillary waves are stable only if

(1 -P)2 1
(i+p)! 2

< 0

and k' > Ar + , that is,

p > 3 — 2/2 . (5.6)

We may note that neither the electric field nor the streaming velocities KU), V{2) have

effects on the stability of gravity waves and capillary waves in the limiting cases as T -* 0

and T —> x.
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In general the stability conditions depend on the parameters E0, e(1)<2>, K(1>(2), k\ p for

finite T.

The condition A/x = 0 splits into two equations

[2(1 + p)«0- 2/c'(K(1> + pK<2>)]
-2

(g(2> _ g(l))2

1 — n — 2k' F(2)E(1)- —1 p 2kt0t0 (g(2) + .(1))

+ 3k'2 + 2<o0(K(1) + pV(2)) - 2k'(F<1>2 + PK(2)2)

(F(1) + pF(2))

(1 +p)[(l +p)co0-2r(K(1>+pK<2))]

C (i(2) - e(1))2
x{(l-P)-2^W(.(2) + .(1/

+ 3k'2 + 2w0(K(1) + pK(2)) - 2k'(v(1)2 + pF<2'2)

3k' _ E^EHe'a-e'1')2 _ ^(1)2 + PV(2)2 (5 y)

+ (1 + p) (i(2) 4- e(1)) (1 + p) '

4£'2

(1 -p-2k'2)

'2

«n\2 "nx2

f (2)f (Dfs(2) _ zOM , , \
+ 0 0 V   —-(e(1) - 10e(1)e<2) + e<2> )

(e(2) 4- e(1))2 )

= -4k'3 2 , (o0^ + f>6<^>2£^'1(^(2)-2<1,)

(e<2> + e(1>)
2

+ 3k'4,

(5.8)

provided that

/c2#i(l-p). (5.9)

The case k2 = (1/2)(1 - p) represents the second harmonic resonance of the system.

From Eq. (5.8) we observe that the coefficients depend on the sign of e(1) — e(2). This

implies that the number of positive roots of the equality of Eq. (5.8) depends on the sign

of e(1) - e<2>. Therefore the stability criterion depends on which one of the fluids has a

larger dielectric constant. This agrees with the corresponding result of the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability (Mohamed and El Shehawey [17, 18]).

On the other hand if the condition (5.3) is not satisfied then the system is unstable, and

solitary waves propagate through the interface. It is known that (Zakharov and Shabat
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[36]) the unstable solution of the (2NLS) equation (5.1), starting with a solitary wave (as

an initial condition), degenerates into a finite number of EHD solitons. Thus a necessary

condition for electrohydrodynamic solitary waves to exist is that

Ajiz > 0. (5.10)

6. EHD solitons. The general solution of Eq. (5.1) (Scott et al. [27]) is

>2 '

£) = <!>, 1 - (U — —|sn2 ^(** - UeT*)

1/2 r „

exp «y(«* " Ucr*) (6.1)

where 3>] and <i>2 are arbitrary functions determined by the initial conditions, Ue is the

envelope velocity, Uc is the carrier velocity and sn is the Jacobi elliptic function.

For some special cases we may obtain the following envelope soliton solutions (Scott et

al. [27]):

\fi

2~
D( i*, t*) = $0sech

For the initial conditions

^ %(** - UeT*) exp <y(** - VLj*) (6.2)

D{t*,0) = sech t*, (6.3)

Miles [16] obtained a complete solution of the problem using the inverse scattering

method technique. The solutions for the bound state are (Miles [16])

/ o \i/2 _

Dn(**>t*) = A(I + BB)~lA, (6.4)

where

A = [A„] = [c,J/2exp(/£„** + 2/|2r*)], (6.5)

*■[*„„] = (6-6)

Here, / is the identity matrix, the bar denotes the complex conjugate and

r(.)r>((*)
C.   LAr^-T7i <~T . <")

— n + 1

= A:„ + /A7„, where |^| > |£2| > ... > |^| and £„'s are the zeros of the analytic con-

tinuation of a (£) in Im £ > 0, where

r(H¥r-MH^r-
The zeros of a (£) in Im £ > 0 correspond to the poles of

rH¥rw¥r-***-o, 
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where N is the integral part of (¥)1/2. Replacing k by k 4- ;'r) we get

= 0, ^ = n = l,2,...,N,

(y)'/2 < N + L (6'9)

The result is then N centered solitons all moving with the same speed, where N is the

integral part of (\/i/2)1/2.

We note that solitons are possible only if

Xfj, > 2. (6.10)

For 0 < Aju < 2, no solitons can exist and we are left with only solitary waves. For a

single soliton we have the solution

D^t*, t*) = 2-if exp dliW -
1/2

II T*

X sech^

where A/x satisfy the condition

¥)

1/2

- 3^2
6 3^

^2 _ 9^2>(1) drl2

ar0 a.y

art! aVi2)(1) 3i>i 3<M2>(1> rawn8^i Q
ar, Vl dy2 dx0 dx0 v a*, atJ

(6.11)

MW-i

2 < An < 8. (6.12)

In case of equality (i.e., A/x = 2) we get the solution

t*) = e'7" sech i*. (6.13)

Appendix I. For order e2 we get

aW" . 3W1' .32^2)(1)

ax02 a.v2 a^a^i' 1 '

aW" , 32^2"11 _ ?3Vi2K1) (A~

dX2 dy2 dx0dxi ' ^

Ia^2] / 3t?2 3t?i . ITa^i| [ aVi 1 a^ [3^i

13-^0 J I 3^o 3*i J ° |3^i T,1[3j'3*oJ 3^o I 3^
at y = 0, M-3)

D at v = 0.
3.V

at>; = 0' (A4)

(,4.5)
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92</>(11) 3^1" d2<f>\2>

= ~Vl 970dy ~ ~dT\ + PVl 9T0dy

+ P
M2) 1 lH[l)V,i (3<t>[2)\2 \{d£
9r, 2 ^ 9*0 + 2^ 9A-0 ) 2 ^ 9j>

+ \"( w) ~ 9>>9 A'q

(-4-6)

+pl"1,^T+ 2 aw " Hs(^) 1" 4£ov]

+ al>"a+

Substituting the solutions of the first-order problem into the above set of equations, we get

the following solutions:

r?2 = ^i:+{D2e\p[2i(k'X0 - w070)] + Z)2exp[-2/(A-'Ar0 - woro)]}, (A.l)

c(2) _ j(l) a n

^ = -/£02>.(2) + -(i,^ 0^eXP['(^'^O - "o^o) " *'>']

g<2) _ g<D

~E<\2) l(2) + _(i)(^/-;++ /c')^>2exp[2/(^'A'0 - w07'0) - 2£>] + c.c., (/J.8)

P<2) _ s(l) a r)

^2" = -/£,o"g(2) + -<i).y 3^-exP['(^'^o - "0^0) + *>]

g<2) _ g(l)

+ £»"|(2) + g(i)(n^+- k') D2 exp[2i(k'X0 - u0T0) + 2k'y] + c.c., (A. 9)

«'"F
9 D 9 D

9Tj + 9*,
|_j/(2|A:> + ^7(1 + k'y)} exp[/(/c'^0 - o>07"0) - /c>]

-/( K(2) - |?)(0£++ A:')D2exp[2/(^'A'0 - cooro) - 2it>] + c.c., (>4.10)

exp[i(k'X0 - co0r0) + k'y]
dD 9D (lW1,,, «0

a7T + 33fi(^ *> + F(1

+ /£>!(k<" - fr)(^+- *')exp[2/(fc'X0 - cc0T0) + 2k'y] + ex., (A. 11)
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where S2/;+ is given by Eq. (3.4). The solutions of the second-order problem yield the

solvability condition given by Eq. (3.1).

For order e3,

aw" jr1 ?8V.2)(1) 3Vi2"" ,.17)

dX2 dy2 dX0dXl 3*03*2 dX2 ' 1 '

dW" 3V^> 3^""
a..2 a vj v a y a y «2 ' (^-13;3*02 3v2 SA'odJfj 3*03*2 dX]

IT ^Zlirr T _ hi irr. n , hi ir/7 Tl_ 9?h f9Vl
[a*0| 3*0 ax,1 ()I 3*,1 o11 ^3*0 [3/

J ^2 p^il drl\ |

J 3*0 [ 3v J 3*t [
9t?i I 9^21

3*0 L 3 v .

a^l 3rj! I O^i
£3vJ Vl 3*o IT W*o

■ ■ 3^2 dvi

1 3*0 3*!

3tii ra^l 3Th IF. 3^1
3*o [e 3*0 J 3*0 Is 3*,

- 9^1 i,

£ 3*o«-7,2

r7?! £-
ijL'V.l . LsV.

'.sV1
.£ 3y2,

at v = 0,

3t1} 3<fr<32)(" ,2h119t?3 _ 31}, 3t)2 32^2)("

37J, dy + 3*0 372 3 Tx Vl dy 2

3V,2h1) 1 23Vi2)(1) 3<J><2)<1) 3tj2 3t7j 3^2)(1)

+ 7h 3/ + 27,1 9/ 3^0 9^0 3*0 3*o

3<f><2)(1) 3rjj 3?7j 3<J>(]2)(1) 3rjj 32<J>(j2)<1)

3*! 3*o ~ 3A\ 3*o 1,1 3*o "3*^7

_ K(2)(Dhi _ K(2)(D at = o
3*, 3*2' y '

(-4-14)

(>4.15)

(/1.16)
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9<#>3U 9<M2) , \ 32T?3 , tz(2I9^32)

07;,
PM!+(1 _ ) _ Ohi + va>M! _ pk^)M! + |U Mi]
p 37i ( P)^3 9Z02 0^0 P 3^o [ 3 v J

9<j)(i" 9<ftj," 9(f)1!2' d(f>(22)

072 37, p 0r2 P 07,

-_3%_ - d2V2 d2Vi _ 3<tf' 0^2" _ dft'i1'

0^00^2 0^00^ SXf 3-^0 3*o 3X0 dX1

0<#>,1) 92<^>j1' 3<|>i2) d<p(22) d<p[2) d(f>\2) d<t>[2> 32</>i2)

_1Jl "0^o" 0^0Xo + P"0^"0A^ + P~9*o~~9*7 + p7?1"0Xo" 0^9*0

3t^'j1 * 3<#>21> 3<i)i1> 02(#>i1) 3<J>,2) 3<f>i2) 3^>\2) 9 V,2)
iii7TT + p^r^r +3.V 3>' 9>> 9^2 r 9v 3v r" 0J 9^ 2

3V/' 0V1' 1 2 d3^ 0V2)
" VivFtr- + PVi~,dT0dy 9709 v 2 97^2 '""2 97^

3W 1 3'Vi2> 3 Vi" , 3 Vi2> 3 32t7, / 3?h \
p7?1 9709 v 2 ^ ar09v2 7,1 37,3 v Ml 37,9 v 2 9^2 ( 0*o )

_ yw

+ PVt2)

3 V/' J_ 2 3 Vi" 9 2<j> 11' BVi" 3<j>21} , 3<|>(11>
V2dydX0 2Vldy2dX0 VldydXQ ^dydX, dX, dX2

3 2(t>{2) 1 2 3 W 32<j>22) 32<j>(i2) 3^2> 3<j>x2)

7,2 9 y9X0 2T,19v2Xo VidydX0 VldydX, 9X, + 9*2

- 0^i 3^13^i d2\p1

V,^dX0 8X0dy

3^i 3^2

3*o 3^o

-^i p^o^rTl -t?i
3>'

.9^ (h^l 0ri±

£ 0y 0 v J 27,1 3X0

IE,
3^2

0 0>>2 + T?1

£ 0 A'o 9X, 11 7,2

.3^i 3 ^1
£

-F ^
eE,0 0J2

-F
etn

'°0Zo0j

3.v 9 v

3i?i

2 3*o
IE ^

dX0

■ 3t?, 3^i - 3t)2

9^(, T 03A-J 3X0

? 3^1
'3*o

-3^i 3^i
£9^0 9v

0r)i_ 0rj2 9i?) 3r?i

9A"0 9A"0 0*o 9X,
[e£o2l

+2i^)!h^]- a,v-°-

The solutions of the above set of equations yield the solvability condition given by Eq.

(3.2).
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